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What ls Signal Averaging?
Repetitive waveforms buried in noise can often be pulled
out by a signal averager,an instrument that takes advantage of the redundant information provided by repetition.
By CharlesR.Trimble

AS MAN

CONTINUES

TO EXPLORE

THE WORLD AROUND

uIM, he frequently finds it necessary to develop new
methods and more sophisticated tools to help him un'why's'
of nature. Noise, for example,
cover the hidden
perpetual
problem.
he investigatesphenomena
a
As
is
characlerized by low-level signal amplitudes, the scientist
finds himself hindered-and
sometimes stymied-by
uninteresting, unwanted random disturbances. The
search for new and better wavs to deal with this noise
seemsto have no end.

Cover: The dots represent sample values of
human brain waves, displayed on the CRT of
the new HP Model 5480ASignalAverager.The
apparently random white dots represent the
brain wave observedafter a single stimuLus(a
light f lash).The black dots representthe average of 64 responses.See 'Where Averaging
Helps,'page 9.
In this Issue: What is Signal Averaging?;
page 2. CatibratedReat-Time SignalAveraging; page 8. Where Averaging Hetps; page 9.
Ott-Line Analysisof AveragedData; page 14.

P R I N T E DI N U , S . A .

One common method of attenuating noise is to limit
the bandwidth of the monitoring instruments by conventional filtering. If the instrument bandwidth is wider than
the desired signal's bandwidth, the extra bandwidth only
admits extra noise and can be discarded without losing
any of the signal. Useful as filtering is, it is of little value
when the signal and noise occupy the same part of the
frequency spectrum.
If a waveform is repetitive, signal-to-noise ratio can
sometimesbe improved by making use of the redundant
information inherent in repetition. Multiple-exposure
photography has been used for years to enhance the signal-to-noise ratios of waveforms displayed on oscilloscopes. More recently, variable-persistence oscilloscopes
have been able to do the same job without the camera.
Even more convenient and more precise enhancement
of noisy repetitive signals can be obtained through the
use of special-purposedigital instruments. Generally
classified as signal averagers, these instruments have
opened many new areas to scientific investigation. Operating in real time, 'on line] they allow the researcherto
see experimental results while the experiment is in progress,even though the signal may be so obscured by noise
that the raw data seem to contain little or no useful information. Averagers demand only that some means be
available for synchronizing them to the repetitive signal
that is to be pulled out of the noise.

@ H E W L E T T - P A c K A R Dc o . , 1 9 6 a

In the description of signal averaging which follows,
it will be assumedthat the signal is a repetitive voltage
waveform. It's important to remember, though, that the
physical phenomenon being observed can be anything
that can be expressed as a voltage waveform. Signal
averaging can be applied to frequency spectra, to probability distributions, or to biomedical, chemical, nuclear,
spectroscopic,or mechanical phenomena- to anything
that can be translated by transducersor other means to
repetitive electrical waveforms.
Averaging in the Time Domain
Signal averagers sample input signals at fixed time
intervals (seeFig. 1), convert the samplesto digital form,
and store the sample values at separate locations in a
memory. The sampling theorem tells us that no information is lost by this discrete representatiorz,provided that
Fig. 1. Signal averagingcan recover tepetitive waveforms trom
noise even when the raw data
(top) seem to contain little or no
useful information. A sync signal
tells the signal averagerwhete to
tind the start ol each tepetition.
The averager then samples the
input t(t) every T seconds and
slores fhe sample values at sepatate locations in a memoty. It
then computesthe average sample value for each m and i (boltom). fhe noise portion of the
avetage gradually dies out, since
the noise makes both positive
and negative conttibutions to
each samplepoint on successive
t e p e t i t i o n s .F o r r a n d o m n o i s e ,
the signal-to-noise voltage ratio
improves as t/ m, where m is the
number of repetitions.

the sampling rate is at least twice as fast as the highest
frequency present in the input signal. Notice that when
thc signal is band-limited it is not necessaryto take the
average value of the signal during the period between
samples; it is only necessaryto sample at a sufficiently
high rate.
The sampling process is continued for a preset number of repetitions of the desired signal. During the first
repetition, samplevaluesare stored in memory, with each
memory location correspondingto a definite sampletime.
Then, during subsequent repetitions, the new sample
values are added algebraicallyto the values accumulated
at the correspondingmemory locations. After any givcn
number of repetitions, the sum stored in each memory
location is equal to the number of repetitions times the
averageof the samplestaken at that point on the desired
waveform.

(Dots indicate sample values)
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te (and let t1 :0). Finally, let samples be taken every T
seconds.We have then
f(t):s(t)*n(t).
This signal is sampled, and the sample values are
f(tk + iT) : s(tr * iT) * n(h * iT)
- s(iT)
* n(tr. * iT)
For a given i and k, n(tr. f iT) is a random variable.
It's reasonable to assume that in a real situation, where
the noise is thermal noise, shot noise, l,/f noise, or the
like, all the n(t1 f iT) have a mean value of zero and the
same rms value, say o. And for different k's, the noise
samples are usually statistically independent.
Now consider the ith sample point. A measure of the
noise maskilg the signal is the signal-to-noise voltage
ratio, S/N. On any particular repetition,

s/N - s(ir) '
After m repetitions,the value Lor"U at the ith memory
locationis
m

Fig. 2. Top: Noisy ttiangular wave viewed on conventional oscilloscope. Vettical Sca/e.' 0.5 V/cm. Bottom:
Same wave attet avetaging. Vertical Scale: 0.05 V/cm.
Number of repetitions averaged: 4096. lmprovement in
signal-to-noiseratio: 36 dB.

To tell the averager where the beginning of each signal
repetition is, a synchronizing signal must be available.
'Ihe
waveform of interest needn't be periodic, but it must
repeat exactly following each sync pulse.
This simple summation process tends to enhance the
signal with respectto the noise. The signal portion of the
input is a constant for any sample point, so its contribution to the stored sum is multiplied by the number of
repetitions. On the other hand, the noise-which
is
random and not timelocked to the signal-makes both
positive and negative contributions at any sample point
during successiverepetitions.Therefore the noise portion
of the stored sum grows more slowly than the signal
portion.
More formally, the averaging or summation process
can be described as follows. Let the input be f(t), composed of a repetitive signal portion s(t) and a noise
portion n(t). Say the kth repetition of s(t) begins at time

> (tk + iT) : > s(iT) * ) n ( t 1 f i T )

- m s(iT)*

J, "(,- +

iT).

Since the noise is random and the m samples are independent,the mean squarevalue of the sum of the m noise
samples is mo', and the rms value is /-mo. Therefore
the signal-to-noise ratio after summation is

(s/N)- - ms(iT)
:
y'-m
o

rufm(S/N).

Thus summing m repetitions improves the signal-to-noise
ratio by a factor of /m. If m is 2's, the improvement in
S/N is 57 dB. Fig. 2 shows how an averager can find a
signal in noise when there seemsto be no signal there.
Often the noise masking the signal isn't random at all.
For example, 6O-Hz hum can effectively obscure a signal.
In such cases,the original informal argument still applies.
At any sample point, a signal which isn't time-locked to
the desired signal will eventually contribute both positive
and negative values to the sum, and will therefore contribute less than the desired signal. However, it's difficult
to determine exactly how much the undesired signal will
be attenuated. To get an answer to this question, we can
look at signal averaging as a filtering process and attack
the problem in the frequency domain.

Domain
AveragingIn the FrequencY
In the digital implementationof signalaveraging,sampling is required.However,if the conditionsof the sampling theoremare met, no new information is gainedby
consideringsamplingas part of the averagingproblem.
For simplicity, therefore,samplingand averagingwill be
treatedseparatelyin the discussionthat follows.
Summingm repetitionsof the signals(t) is equivalent,
mathematically,to convolvingthe input f(t) : s(t) f n(t)
with a train of m unit impulses,that is, with the syncpulsetrain. A short calculationwill demonstratethis. For
simplicity, assumethe signal s(t) is periodic, and let its
period be Convolvingthe input f(t) with m unit im".
pulsesspaced7 secondsapart gives
f*m
a(t)-/v - @ f(t - O > 8((-ktd(
k=l

: 5 r(,-k,),
i.e.,the sumof m periodsof s(t).
Sincethe averagerefiectivelyconvolvesthe input with
m syncpulses,the effectiveimpulseresponseof the averageris a train of m impulses,
i.e.,

h(t):5ofr-tO.
Translatingthis to ,n" O"Ou"n"y domain, we get the
transferfunction of the averager,H(jr).
I . /,mr\ |
l s t n1 , J l

IH(')l:IJ,,\"t
l'' \ 2 /l
Notice that lll(j,,,)l tiple of 2tr.

m whenevet <,rziS an integral mul-

It's a Gomb Filter
The averager's transfer function IH(j,)l is illustrated
in Fig. 3 for various values of m. In each case the function was calculated by a computer and displayed on a
CRT, The vertical scales are all normalized, that is, the
transfer function has been divided by m.
As Fig. 3 shows, the averager is, in effect, a comb filter
'teeth' having the same height and 3-dB points.
with all
The bandwidth of each tooth gets progressively narrower
as the number of repetitions increases. It's important to
notice that, since the sync pulses are time-locked to the
signal s(t), every frequency component of s(t) coincides
with the center of one of the teeth of the comb filter.

Fig.3. Ettective transter tunction of signal averager, calculated by digital computer. Avetaget acts like comb
tilter tor tepetitive waveforms. Since averager is timelocked to repetitive wavelorm, frequency components of
wavelorm coincide exactly with centerc of comb-tilter
teeth. Width of teeth is inversely proportional to number
ol repetitions averaged.

Therefore, as the number of repetitions increasesand the
filter becomes more and more selective, the filter increasingly favors the signal with respect to the noise.
For large m, the 3-dB width of one tooth of the comb
filter is approximately
a1-

!4tQ
m"

gr.

Fig. 4 shows how an averager can efiectively separate a
2O0.0-Hz rectangular wave from an interfering209.l-Hz
sine wave. Here m was 2t*, l/r was 50 }{z, and Af :
O.OO27
Hz
It is the averager's comb-filter behavior that makes
this type of instrument so eminently suitable when the
desired signal and the noise are in the same frequency
range. The noise power remaining in the averaged waveform is the sum of the powers contained in each comb
tooth. Since the tooth width is inversely proportional to
m (the number of repetitions) the total noise bandwidth
is also inversely proportional to m. Here, then, is another

Fig. 4. Top: 200.0-Hz rectangulat wave plus 200.1-Hz
sine wave, before averaging. Bottom: 200.0-Hz rcctangular wave recovered by signal averager alter 2t1 repetitions. ln this case, avetager had the eltect ot a comb
tilter whose teeth had 3-dB bandwidths ot 0.0027 Hz.

demonstrationthat the rms noisecontractsby a factor of
1/{m with respectto the signal.
Instrumentnoiselimits the maximumoutput signal-tonoiseratio that an averagercan produceto about 57 dB.
Subjectto this limitation, an averagercan produce improvementsin S/N of as much as 60 dB (for m :2'o).
At 100 repetitionsper second,this takes 174 minutes.
SomeCautionsAboutSampling
In the time domain,samplingis essentiallythe process
of multiplying a continuouswaveformf(t) by a train of
impulses spaced at fixed equal intervals, say T The
Fourier transformof a sampledsignalis the convolution
of F(j,o)-the transformof f(t)-with a train of impulsesspacedat intervalsof 1/T (seeFig. 5). If 1/T is
at least twice the highest-frequencycomponentin f(t),
the sampling process duplicates the spectrum F(jr)
around each harmonic of the samplingfrequency 1,/T,
and no information about f(t) is lost.
In the discussionso far, it has been assumedthat the
samplingrate of the averageris at leasttwice the highest
frequencypresentin the input. If the signalwe are looking for meets this requirement,the averagerwill not
distort the signal even if tlte noise does not meet the
requirement.However, noise above half the sampling
frequencywill be folded back onto the low-frequency
noise (the duplicate spectrain Fig. 5 will overlap).This
meansthat the input signal-to-noise
ratio will be smaller,
and so the averagingtime for a givenoutput S/N will be
longer. Therefore,conventionalhigh-frequencynoisefiltering aheadof the averagerwill increasethe efficiency
of the system.
Howto Getthe MostOut of an Averager
Here are three points to watch when using a signal
averager.
r Conventionalbandpassfiltering to eliminate noise
outside the signal passbandwill improve the input
S/N and reducethe total averagingtime. Filtering can
be helpful even when there is no danger of the highfrequencynoisespectrum'sbeingfolded back onto the
low-frequencyspectrumduring the samplingprocess,
as describedin the precedingsection.If we can reduce
the input noiseby 10 dB by restrictingthe bandwidth,
the averagingtime for a given output S/N decreases
by a factor of 10.
r One of the consequences
of the ever narrowing comb
tooth is that the synchronizingor stimulating signal
must be solidly time-lockedto the waveformof interest. Jitter of the synchronizingsignal will appear as
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Fig.5. Band-limited signal (top) samp/ed by infinite impulse frain (middle) has trequency
spectrum consisting of original specttum duplicated at multiples ot sampling frequency
1/7. No information about signal ls /ost as long as duplicate spectta do not ovetlap, i.e.,
as long as 1/T )2t., where t" is highest trequency present in signal t(t).

smearing of the averaged waveform. In many cases,
this will become more pronounced as the averaging
proceeds. The same applies to the waveform to be
averaged.Different parts of the waveform should not
jitter with respectto each other. If they do, the average
will actually deteriorate as the number of sweeps is
increased.Hence there are caseswhere excessiveaveraging will deteriorate the signal rather than improve
it. In some cases, like evoked biological responses,
truly stationary signals are not available and the average is of questionable value if we average too long.
(On the other hand, evoked responsesare often impossible to measure without signal averaging. See
'Where Averaging Helpsl page 9.)
If the signal to be averagedis really quasi-repetitive,
that is, if it is the responseto an operator-controlled
stimulus, then the stimulus frequency should be chosen
to minimize 60Hz,its harmonics,or any other troublesome frequency. Often this can be accomplished by
having the stimulus frequency change in a pseudorandom fashion.

Variaiionson the Basic Process
'averaging'
Throughout this article, the terms
and
'summation' have been used interchangeably.While this
is mathematically valid, there is a distinction from the
user's point of view. The average is the sum divided by
the number of repetitions. It is difficult to implement a
running average,becauseit requires a fast division by a
different number during each repetition. Therefore, most
averagersonly sum, which means they display a signal
which grows with time until the preset number of repetitions has occurred.The new HP signal averagerdescribed
in the following article does perform a running normalization, and therefore gives a stable, calibrated display of
the averagesignal at all times.
Another variation on the basic process, also used in
the new HP averager, is a method of averaging which,
after a preset number of repetitions, keeps the width of
the comb-filter's teeth constant. (Recall that in the basic
process this width is inversely proportional to the number of repetitions.) This variation allows the averagerto
follow slowly-changingsignals. @

1

CalibratedReal-TimeSignalAveraging
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The tirst two plug-ins for this new digital signal analyzermake it a versatilesignal
averager.Novel averagingalgorithmsprovide a stable,calibrated display of the
averageat all times,and even allow the averager to follow slowly changing srgrna/s.
By J. Evan Deardorffand Charles R. Trimble
N NUMBERS
AvERAGING
is a simple processof adding the
numbers and dividing the sum by N. Repeating the same
process over and over, each time with one more number,
is still a simple process.
While this may be easy for a man, it is not very easy
for a machine. Machines that can perform a seriesof fast
divisions - each time by a different integer - are complex and expensive.
Traditionally, signal averagers have left the division
to the operator. The machine samples and sums, as the
preceding article explains. After the preset number of
signal repetitions have been summed, the operator adjusts
the controls to get an on-screen display, then reads his
data from the CRT and the control settings. During the
averagingprocess,measurementsare impossiblebecause
the displayed signal grows with each repetition, often
going off the screenentirely.
Using a new algorithm which we call 'stable averaging,'
we have designed a signal averager (see Fig. 1) which
relieves the operator of the need to adjust controls after
an experiment has started. Division is internal and automatic. Thus the instrument gives a stable, calibrated display of the averagesignalat all times during the averaging
process. The only change that takes place on the CRT
during averaging is the gradual attenuation of noise.
Another new algorithm provides signal-to-noise-ratio
improvements for slowly changing signals. Exponentially
weighted averaging gradually de-emphasizes old information with respect to new information to produce a
continuous running average of the input waveform.
Actually, the new instrument is more than an averager,
it is a plug-in digital signal analyzer, an instrument that

usesstatistical tools for on-line analysis and measurement
of input data. It takes two plug-ins - a logic plug-in and
an analog plug-in. The first logic plug-in has the controls
and programming for signal averaging, for generating
histograms, for multi-channel scaling (sequential counting), and for conventional summing. The first analog
plug-in is designed to optimize the averaging function,
but it can also be used for the other functions.
Although it processesdigitally, the new instrument is an
analog-in/analog-out machine. This, along with the fact
that the information of interest doesn't change during

I
I

Fig. 1. New HP Model 5480A Signal Analyzet is an insttument
that applies sfatlstica/ principles to the on-line, real-time
analysis of input data. The tirst two plug-ins make it a signal
averager. Features include a display which doesn't flicker or
grow ott-scale during averaging, 100 kHz maximum sampling
tate, memory of 1024 24-bit words, and ability to enhance
slowly varying wavelorms.

averaging, means that the experimenter is always closely
coupled visually with the noisy experimental situation.
He can seewhat's happening all the time.
Flexibility for additional signal processing or storage
is available, too. An I/O coupler makes the averager
compatible with a computer and with many kinds of
peripheral equipment, such as tape readers and teleprinters. The article on page 14 describesthe many intriguing possibilities of such a system.
Horizontal Sweeps are Calibrated
The signal averager can be thought of as an oscilloscope for noisy waveforms. Horizontal sweeps are calibrated, and range from 1 ms,/cm to 50 s/cm.
Memory capacity is lO24 24-bit words. Of these, 1000
words are used for data storage, so the displayed waveform can be represented by up to 100 points per
horizontal centimeter. This much resolution is often unnecessary;hence the memory can be divided into halves
or quarters.When this is done, a full 1O-cm-widedisplay

with the same sweep speed is presented, but the number
of points per centimeteris reducedto 50 or 25.
The rate at which the averager samplesthe input signal
is determined by the sweep rate and the number of points
per centimeter.The maximum sampling rate is 100 kHz.
Displayis Flicker Free
An annoying aspect of studying low-repetition-rate
signals is having to look at a flickering CRT display. If
the repetition rate is very low, say I Hz, the display may
be only a dot moving across the screen.
This problem comes from displaying the summed
waveform synchronously with the sampling of the input,
a procedure that is completely unnecessary when the
signal is being processed digitally. In the new signal
averager, flickering is eliminated by treating the input of
raw data separatelyfrom the display of processedinformation. Input and processing are handled on an interrupt
basis. Thus, except for brief interruptions that are invisible to the operator, the averager is always cycling

WhereAveragingHelps
Signal averaging has the extraordinaryability to extract
repetitivesignalsfrom noise of approximatelythe same frequency content. lt is a powerful aid in a variety of disci-.
plines.
In high-resolutionspectroscopy(e.S.,microwave,NMR,
and mass spectroscopy)averagingcan help overcomestability problems.In NMR studies, a signal averagerlike the
new HP Model 5480Acan improveresolutionby an order of
magnitude.An averager used in conjunction with a frequency synthesizercan improvethe resolutionof the system
by almostanotherorder of magnitude.
In the biological sciences signal averagingfinds numerous applications.One such applicationis a recentlydeveloped technique for detecting heart defects. Two electrocardiograms (ECG) are taken, one while the patient is at
rest and anotherwhile he is walking on a treadmillor doing
some other kind of exercise.Normally,an ECG waveform
is quite clean. However, when the patient is exercising,
muscle voltages obscure much of the useful information,
and signal averaging becomes necessary.The HP 54804
Signal Averager should be especiallyhelpful in this application because it can enhance slowly varying signals as
well as stationaryones.
Brain-waveresponsesto stimuli such as sound, light, or
touch would be virtually impossibleto extract from electroencephalogramswithout signal averaging.The two traces
shown here illustratehow the HP Model 5480Acan enhance
evoked responses.ln this experimentthe stimulatinginstrument, a flashing light, was triggered by the averager'ssync
output. The responsewas processedby the averagerafter
each stimulus.Then, before the next sync pulse, the aver-

Human brain-wave tesponse to visual stimulus (tlashing light).
Top tnce: Signal-averaget display alter one repetition seems lo
contain no uselul inlormation. Botton trcce: Averaget display
altet 64 rcpetitions. Slgna/-to-roise ntio improvement was 18 dB.

ager pausedfor a 'post-analysisdelay' to allow the subject
(who happenedto be author Trimble)to calm down. There
was also a pre-analysisdelay betweeneach sync pulse and
the beginningof processingto allow for the delay inherent
in the brain's response.
In vibration analysis, averaging in conjunction with a
pseudo-randomnoise generator(e.9.,the HP Model 37224)
c a n h e l pd i a g n o s em e c h a n i c afla u l t s .
Other candidatesfor averagerassistanceare seismology,
fluorescent-decay
studies,and numerouselectroniclaboratory studies. Whenever there is a repetitivesignal and a
synchronizingsignal, an averager can improve signal-tonoise ratio by as much as 60 dB.
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This turns out to be a difficult algorithm to implement
because of the large amount of hardware needed for a
fast division by m. Even if it were implemented, roundoff errors could build up to be a significantproblem.
In stable averaging,we approximate equation (1) by
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Fig.2. The 'stableaveraging'
algorithmusedin the new
signalaveragertakesa few more repetitionsthan summationto achievethe same noise attenuation.The big
advantage
of stableaveragingis thatthe displayremains
calibratedat all timesinsteadol growingotf-scale.The
newaveragera/sohasa summation
mode.
through memory, displaying the latest information about
the signal.
The Noise Can be Monitored
Sometimesit is helpful to be able to seehow the input
deviates from the average.Therefore, the new averager
can be set to display the difference between the input and
the stored average. The difference signal is also brought
out to a rear-panelconnector.
Difference monitoring is equivalent to turning the
comb-filter* associatedwith the averaging upside down,
so that it rejects a portion of the signal. This technique
might be used to get a statistical analysisof the noise or,
if the signal of interest is riding on a large periodic signal
(e.g., 60-Hz hum), difference monitoring can be used to
see what the interfering signal looks like.
The ability to monitor the noise is a direct consequence
of the stable averaging technique used in the new averager. It could not be done if only the sum were stored.
Stable Averaging Gives Stable Display

f(t,,,+ iT) - M; 1
2\

(2)

where 2N ' ( m < 2" +1. That is, after the first repetition we divide by l, after the second by 2, after the third
by 4 (instead of 3), after the fourth by 4, after the fifth
by 8 (instead of 5), and so on. This is easy to implement
becausedividing a binary number by 2N is just shifting
its binary point N places to the left. Roundoff errors are
also eliminatedby this algorithm.
Equations (1) and (2) both give the same value for
the signal portion of the average;the secondterm in each
expressionis zero when there is no noise. The only differenceis in the averagingof the noise.
The important questionis, how effcient is equation (2)
in getting rid of noise? Figure 2 gives the theoretical
improvements in S/N provided by the two methods. In
the ideal case, that is, using equation (1), doubling the
number of repetitions increasesS/N by 3 dB. As you
might expect, the efficiency of equation (2) - stable
averaging-is less;for a given number of repetitions we
don't get quite so much noise attenuation. However, the
loss is surprisingly small-it
grows asymptotically to
0.7'7dB as m becomeslarge, as shown in Fig. 3. Visually,
the differenceis insignificant;for proof, look at the CRT
displays of Fig. 4, which compare stable averagingwith
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As the article on page 2 explains, the averagersamples
the input signal f(t) every T seconds,and accumulatesin
its memory the sample valuestaken on successiverepetitions of the input signal. If the sync pulse marking the
beginning of the kth repetition of the signal occurs at time
tp, then the average stored in the ith memory location
after m repetitionsshould be

0
24

26
28
2t0 2r2 2r4 216
NUMBER OF REPETITIONS

2r8

22o

Fig.3. For same number ol tepetitions,noiseattenuation
given by stable averaging is slightly /ess than that given
by summation. Dilterence, or etficiency /oss, g/ows
asymptotically to 0.77 dB.

* S e ea r t i c l e ,p a g e
2.
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SUMMATION

24(16)REPETtfloNS

28(256) REPETtfloNS

Fig. 4. /t's difficult to see any ditterence between the results ot
stable averaging and the results
of summation.

zt21+0961
REPETtfloNS

using conventional techniques is to take 'snapshot views'
- that is, average a number of repetitions, look, reset,
and average again.
What is really neededfor slowly changingsignalsis an
averaging algorithm that doesn't change with each repetition. Such an algorithm is

conventional summation in pulling a square wave out of
random noise.
Actually, the price paid for a slight loss in averaging
efficiency is only one of time. Stable averaging can give
any S/N improvement within the limitations of memory
size* - it just takes a little longer than summation.
A block diagram of the system we use for implementing stable averaging is shown in Fig. 5. Notice that the
difference between the input and the old stored average
is taken before the data is digitized. This means that the
analog-to-digital converter is looking at the noise, which
has an average value of zero. lf there are noise spikes
large enough to exceedthe range of the A-to-D converter,
the resulting roundofi, or clipping, errors will be symmetrical about zero and will not lead to amplitude distortion of the averagedsignal.
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where X is a fixed integer,the samefor all m.
As X becomeslarge, the factor 1X\^/

1)*-uapproaches

e-(m-k)/x.Hence this algorithm producesan exponentially
weighted average;at the mth repetition, information obtained on the kth repetition is weighted less heavily than
the latest information by a factor of approximately
e (n-k)/x.We don't derive it here, but the S/N enhancement for a signal mixed with random noise, using this
weighted average, approaches a factor of /2X as m
becomeslarge.
In the new signal analyzer X : 2N, where N can be
chosen by turning a front-pane1 switch. N, called the

DecayingMemory FollowsChangingSignals
It is difficult to monitor slowly varying noisy signals
using a strict averaging or summation technique. It is
difficult because the averager's transfer function (specifically, the width of the comb-filter teeth) changes with
each signal repetition. About the best that can be done
* A p p r o x i m a t e5l y7 d B i m p r o v e m e ni nt S / N c a n b e o b t a i n e dH
. o w e v e rt,h e o u t p u tS / N
i s l i m i t e dt 0 a m a x i m u m
o f a b o u t5 7 d B b y m a c h i n en o i s e .
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Fig. 5. Method of implementing
stableaveragingand summation.
ln stable averaging, input to A-D
converter is ditference between
input and stoted avetage; thus
roundoff enots avetage to zero.

'sweep numberl determines
the tradeofi between S/N
improvement and the speedat which the averagedsignal
will follow the input. An increaseof one in N will enhance
S/N by 3 dB more, but the average will take twice as
long to adapt to changesin the input. The time constant
for adapting to changesis approximately 2\ divided by
the signal repetition rate. For example, if the repetition
rate is 5O Hz and N - 10, the time constant of change
is about 20 seconds.If the signal changesabruptly, say
from a squarewave to a triangular wave, the averagewill
take about three time constants,or I minute in this case,
to catch up with the input again.
When exponential averaging is being used, the
analyzer averages the flrst 2N repetitions in the stableaveraging mode. This means the displayed average is
calibrated from the beginning, instead of building up
exponentially to its final value. Maximum efficiency in
enhancingS/N is also obtained.
The exponentiallyweighted averageor'decaying memory'mode can be very helpful in setting up experiments.
Often an improvement of only 3 to 6 dB in S/N is enough
to show the experimenter whether any experimental
parametersneed adjusting, and with this small S/N improvement, the averagewill follow the adjustmentsquite
rapidly. Thus the experimenter can zero in quickly on
the parametershe wants.
Organizationand Controls
The mechanical configuration of a special-purpose
machine determinesin large part its usefulnessfor tasks
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other than those for which it was specifically designed.
Ability to perform a given task is important, but more
important is the ability to do it conveniently. Ideally,
front-panel controls should be there when necessaryand
disappearwhen unnecessary.One practical way to tailor
a machine to a particular classof problems while retaining flexibility is to use a plug-in approach. This philosophy has been followed in designing the new signal
analyzer.
The analog plug-in (right-hand plug-in in Fig. 1) provides the interface with the specific class of experiments.
The first analog plug-in to be designed is a dual-channel
averager. It holds input amplifiers, attenuators, multiplexers, sample-and-hold circuitry, and special-purpose
display controls. The functions of this plug-in's controls
should be apparent in the light of what has already been
said about how the machine works.
The logic plug-in holds program logic and specialpurpose knob controls. In the first logic plug-in, programming is provided for summation, averaging, histogram
generation, and multi-channel scaling. Controls on this
plug-in select the sweep rate (which also determines the
sampling rate), the number of repetitionsto be averaged,
whether the average is to be stable (PRESET) or
weighted (NORMAL), and which 10 bits of the 24-bit

SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 5480A
Signal Analyzel
(with HP 54854 Dual Channel Avetager ptug-in
and HP 54864 Ptocess Contrct ptug-in)
AVERAGING(3 methods): Up to 60 dB signal-to-noiseratio
rhprovement.
STABLE AVERAGING: Continuous catibrated online display. Signal amplitude r€mains the same as noise ls
at€nuated.
WEIGHTED AVERAGING: Permits signal enhancement of
slowly varying waveforms by exponential weighting of
previous information with respecl to new information.
SWEEP NUMBER settjng determinosspeed at which the
average signal follows input.
SUMMATIONAVERAGING:Algebraic summation process.
Signal wjll grow lrom stable base line. tf ptaced in AUTO
mode, display will be auiomaticallycalibrated at the end
ol the preset number of sweeps.
SWEEP NUITBER:I\ranuallyselected. Dial is arranged in binary scquenc€ {2N) from single sweep (0 dial posjtion) to
2rt (524,288)sweeps.
SWEEPTlllE (horizontalsweep): Internally generatedsweep
time is calibrated in s/cm. Adjustable in 15 steps, in a 1,
2, 5 sequence,from 1 millisecond/cm to 50 s/cm. External
sweop can be eiiher sawtooth or triangular wave.
PRE.ANALYSISDELAY: Variablo in 15 steps lrom zero to
0.5 second.
POST-ANALYSISDELAY: Continuouslyvariablo from 0.01 to
10 seconds.
SYNCHRONIZATION(Three modes):
INTERNAL:Pulse available at back panel. Can bo used to
trigger.stimulus,and is conlrollable by POST-ANALYSIS
OELAY.

memory words will be displayed (VERTICAL
EXPANDER). For histogram generation, a PRESET
TOTALIZER fixes the number of points to be accumulated. This plug-in also contains the sync circuitry, along
with a pre-analysis delay circuit which delays the beginning of processing with respect to the sync pulse, and a
post-analysis delay circuit which determines the timing
of an output sync pulse and the instrument 'dead timel
The main frame of the analyzer contains the memory,
general purpose registers, the CRT display, and the
power supply. These are general elements used in most
signal processing and display operations.
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EXTERNAL:Requires100 millivolt rms signal with rise time
greater than 10 milliseconds.
LINE: Synchronizedto power line trequency.
NOISE ITONITORING:CRT dlsplay of differencebelween .aw
input signal and memory stored averagesignal. Also available at back panel connector for variance analysis.
HISTOGRAMS:Probabilitydensity generationwith respect to
time interval and frequency.
TIME INTERVAL: Timo belween synchronizationpulses.
Horizontal calibration by time base.
FREQUENCY:Stail and stop determined by time base.
Horizontalcalibralion by time bas€.
TOTALIZING: Total count can be preset from 100 to 10,0 0 0 , 0 0 0i n m a g n i t u d e so f 1 0 0 ( 1 0 r ,1 0 3 , 1 0 . . . . 1 0 7 ) .
MULTICHANNELSCALING: Counting rat€ up to 10 MHz.
Horizontal calibration by time scal€.
I N P U t C H A n A C T E n I S T I C S :T w o c h a n n e l s w i t h p o l a r i t y
switch for oach channol. Channelscan be used individuallv
or their inputs can be summed.
COUPLING- ac or dc.
INPUT IMPEOANCE:Exceeds 1 MO shunted by 25 pF.
BANDWIDTH: From dc (2 Hz ac coupled) to more than
50 kHz.
SAMPLINGRATE: Up to 100 kHz.
INPUT SENSITIVITY:Adjustablo from 50 millivolts/cm to
20 volts/cm in 12 steps (1, 2, 5 sequence) with t3%
accuracy,
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
CONVERTER:Ramp type with variable
resolution 'l ms/cm sweep time has 5 bit resolution. 2
ms/cm sweep timo has 7 bit rcsolution.5 ms/cm or slowea
sweep time has 9 bit resolution.
IdEMORY:1024 wotd x 24 bit magnetic core memory, 1OOO
words (addresses) are used tor dala storage. Can bo divided in half or quaiter with independentselection tor each
channel. CRT display is always full scale regardlgss of
memory sectioning.
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DISPLAY: 8 x l0 cm roctangular dlsplay CRT with intemal
graticule.500 kHz bandwidth.10 bit horizontaland vertical
resofution ol digital djsplay. 1, 2, ot 4 Face display depending on input channels used and memory sectioning.
Independent vertical position and gain adjust for each
channel. Verlical €xpander permits selection of suitable
10 bit veilical display.
SYSTEI'S CONTROLS
RESET:Clears displayed nemory sectiong. Requirss pushing two bultons simultaneouslylo avold accidental erasure ol momory.
START: Initiates dala accumulation.
STOP:Stops accumulationat end of cycle.
CONTINUE:Resume deta accumulalion.
DISPLAY: Contjnuous display of processed data, Goos
automatically in this mode at lh€ complelion of preset
OUTPUT: Cyclos through mehory at rais d€t€.mlned by
SWEEP TIME control.
BACK PANEL CONNECTIONT
Complete access to analog and
stored digilal information.Also provideslor rsmote conkol.
Convenientinterface with oth€r equipment.
GENERAL
POWER:11s/230V,50-400 Hz, 175W.
WEIGHT:76 lbs (34,5kg) net.
PRICE: HP 54804 includjng HP 5485A and HP 5486A plugins $9,500,00.

HP MODEL 5495A InputlOutput Couplet (See anicle, page 14)

MANUFACTURINGDIVISION: HP FREQUENCYAND
TIME DIVISION
1501Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, California94304

E

Off-LineAnalysisof AveragedData
Thisnew input/outputcouplermakesthe new HPsignalaverager
compatiblewith a computerandperipheralequipment.
By FrancisJ. Yockey
pRocESSTNG
rs FoR MoNIupontaNt ASoN-LrNESTGNAL
rroRING the progress of an experiment, final results are
often obtained only after further, off-line, processing of
the collected data. The new signal analyzer described in
the preceding article is an on-line, analog-in/analog-out
machine. To facilitate off-line processing of the averaged
data storedin the analyzer'smemory after an experiment,
an input/output coupler has been designed.
The coupler is a special-purposedigital instrument. It
has three principal functions.

HP 2753A
T A P EP U N C H
HP 54954
INPUT/OUTPUT
COUPLER

It converts the 24-bit binary words in the analyzer's
memory to decimal equivalents(7 digits plus sign) for
display on built-in Nixie@ tubes or for output to a
printer or teleprinter.
It provides for permanent storage of averagedwaveforms and for reading-in waveforms or parts of waveforms. In this mode of operation, the coupler acts as
a buffer between the analyzer's memory and a teleprinter, a tape punch, and a tape reader. It transmits
charactersin standardASCII code.
It provides for processingthe waveforms in the analyzer's memory and for moving waveforms from one

HP 5O5OA
oR 5624
PRINTER

HP 54804
S I G N A LA N A L Y Z E R

HP 27524
TELEPRINTER

H P 2 1 1 6 4O R 2 l r 5 A
COIVIPUTER

HP 2737A
TAPE READER

Fig.1. HP Model 5495AlnputlOutput Couplermakes HP
5480A SignalAnalyzer compatible with computer,Wintet,
teleprinter, tape teader, and tape punch' Any or all peripherals can be added to systern simply by plugging
card/cable assemb/lesinto back ot coupler.

h so r p .
@R e g i s t e rTeM
d , B u r r o u gC

OUTPUT
OR
PROCESS
?

COI\lPUTER
?
No
INTERNAL
PROCESS
?

Yes
OUTPUT
BINARY
DATA

OUTPUT
?

Yes
PERFORM
EITHER
A+B'B
A-B

1, CONVERTDATA
F R O MB I N A R Y
TO DECIMAL
2. OUTPUT

1. INPUT
2, CONVERTDATA
FROM DECII\4AL
TO BINARY

PROCESS
?
No

Fig.2. l/O coupler provides digital display, input and output data translers,
and simple processing ot data stored in memory of HP 5480A Signal Analyzer.
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IN P U T
BINARY
DATA

Fig. 3. Typical signal-analyzer/
computet systern contains HP
54804 Signal Analyzer tor online signal processing, and computer and peripherals for olf-line
p/ocessing and stotage. New
Model 54954 l/O Coupler is
insttument with digital display
tubes. Small box on top of coupler is specially built ptogtam seIector which provides pushbutton
selection of computer progtams
Iisted in Table l"

blocks of 5, 10, and 50 words so that data points can be
identifled easily. The punched tape is in the same format
as the teleprinter data; hencc it can be listed on any
standard ASCII-coded machine.
When data is being read into the analyzer's memory,
the coupler convertsthe signedseven-digitdecimalsfrom
the input device to 24-bit binary words. Data is stored in
consecutivememory locations starting with the address
specified by the first piece of data transmitted by the
input device. When data is being entered from the teleprinter, the operator can change individual points of a
waveform, or type in an entire waveform.

part of memory to another. The coupler can add or
subtract two waveforms (to 24-bit precision) and return the result to memory. For more complex processing, the coupler interfaces the analyzer with a
general-purposedigital computer.
A minimal system includes only the analyzer and the
coupler. This provides the digital display and the ability
to do simple processing. The computer and other peripherals-any or all of the devices shown in Fig. 1can be added at any time, simply by plugging card/cable
assembliesinto the back of the coupler.
Input/Output Functions

A Typical Computer System

In outputting a data point to the display tubes or to
one of the peripherals, the I/O coupler converts the 24bit binary words in the analyzer's memory to signed
seven-digitdecimals.The decimal output is calibrated in
centimeters.
A marker control allows the operator to choose one
memory location to be displayed or to be the first one
transmitted. The chosen point is intensified on the analyzer's CRT When the digital display is being used, the
display tubes show either the addressof the chosenmemory location or the value stored there. As the marker is
moved, the digital display follows.
When the printer, the tape punch, or the teleprinter is
the output device, the address of the chosen memory
location is transmitted first, followed by the value of the
chosenpoint and the values of all succeedingpoints until
outputting is manually stopped or the end of the waveform is reached. The teleprinter output is formatted in

Complex computer processingof the averageddata in
the analyzer's memory is accomplished by transmitting
Table I

Fouriertransform
1
InverseFouriertransform (
(
Complexmultiply
Complexdivide
/
Squareroot
lntegrate
Diflerentiate

Displayrealpart,
imaginarypart,
magnitude,
or
phaseof result.

waveformsor
Rotatingstorage(8 quarter-memory
waveforms)
4 half-memory
Dc, average,peak, and rms computationwith alphanumericdisplay.
Removalof dc componentfromwaveform.
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pulseand itspeakvalue.Pulse
Fig.4. Top:Rectangular
wasreadinto analyzertrompapertape,thentransmitted
via l/O couplerto computet,wherepeak valuewascalpeak informationwas then ttansculated.Alphanumeric
mitted back to analyzer'smemorytor displayon CRT.
Bottom:Magnitudeand phaseof Fourier ttanstotmot
samepulse. Sysfernof Fig. 3 producedboth displays.
an entire memory segmentto the computer, via thel/O
coupler. After being processedby the programs stored in
the computer, information is transferred back to the
analyzer-yia the couplel-fsp display on the CRT,
The coupler has been designedto provide data lines
which are compatible with a wide variety of generalpurpose computers. Each 24-bit binary word is divided
into three eight-bit segments,which are then transmitted
in sequence,eight bits at a time. Thus the input from the
computer can be made to look like the input from a highspeed tape reader, and the output to the computer can
be treated like the output to a high-speedtape punch.
Fig. 3 shows a typical analyzet/computer system, including the I/O coupler. The computer is an HP 2116A
with an 8192-word memory. To make this system more
user-oriented,a specialcontrol box provides push-button
program selection.Once the master programs have been
loaded into the computer and the computer set to its

starting address, the operator can forget about the computer controls. The computer becomes,in effect, a 'black
boxl
The program-selectorbox contains only a set of switch
closures to ground and a few diodes for programming.
Becauseeach user may have different needs,there is no
standard configuration.Each user can easily make up his
own program selector.
Table I lists the operations that can be called for by
pushing buttons in the system of Fig. 3. They include
such things as Fourier transforms, integration and filtering. Additional functions-e.9., auto- and cross-correlation, inverse filtering, special filter functions, finding
transfer characteristics,and so on-can be generatedby
combining two or more of the functions listed. The speed
of execution of these functions ranges from about four
seconds to take the Fourier transform of a 500-point
waveform, to well under a secondfor most of the other
functions. The Fourier-transform time can be reduced by
a factor of about five by fitting the computer with its
hardware multiply and divide option.
Fig. 4 shows the results of taking the Fourier transform and the peak value of a rectangularpulsc. The pulse
was read into the analyzer from a paper tape, then transmitted to the computer by the I/O coupler. The computed Fourier transform and alphanumeric peak value
were then transmitted back to the analyzer for display
on the CRT,
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